chapter II
DAMASCUS
AFTER Jerusalem  there  was a  pleasant suggestion  o
/\  naughtiness about Damascus and an entire absence o
XJL hypocrisy.   The change from one to the other is lib
entering a provincial music-hall after a long and dreary servia
in a Scottish kirk.   Syria is not overburdened with 'Biblical sites
and the traveller is free from constant association with the minot
Prophets, who compared for instance with Isaiah and Jeremiah,
have distinctly suburban qualities.   There are even places in
Syria where absolutely nothing seems ever to have happened and
which can be enjoyed without having history-~if such it can be
called—stuffed down one's throat all the time*    The artistic
value of a landscape is not necessarily entranced because it is
reputed to be the spot where Shadrach, Meshach and Abcdnego
ate their early breakfast on the morning of the day on which
they were put into a fiery furnace.   Even the river Abana the
traveller is allowed to discover for himself, which is not difficult
for under the name of Barada it flows just across the road from
the principal hotels, and there is a very modern French cabaret
on the other bank.   In Palestine they would have shown the
traveller the spot where Naarnan the leper would have bathed
had he been permitted to do so—and it would have been carefully
chosen just outside the municipal limits of reduced taxi-fares*
While however the Damascenes fail in enterprise in exploiting
their historical sites, they are very pressing in their invitations to
buy their wares*
I arrived at my hotel in the early part of a very hot afternoon,
The outer hall was almost blocked by little shops and stalls,
where every imaginable article of native manufacture and sheaves
of picture postcards were offered for sale. Entering the inner
hall I found myself amongst an obsequious and bowing group of
local ^ gentlemen, faultlessly attired in European clothes and
wearing red fezes on their heads. They might well have been
courtiers from the palace of the late Sultan of Turkey, so correct
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